
At the Bee Sweet Citrus Company, the commitment to environmental stewardship 
has shaped every part of the growing, picking, and packing processes. When Bee 
Sweet decided to upgrade the roofi ng system on the citrus processing plant in Fowler, 
California, they were excited for the opportunity to improve the facility’s energy 
effi ciency and reduce its environmental footprint. 

Bee Sweet’s plant in Fowler is made up of several large, conjoined metal buildings that 
add up to more than 250,000 sf of space. For this project, Bee Sweet wanted improved 
waterproofi ng, a common priority on projects with conjoined metal buildings. They opted 
to add 88,600 sf of spray polyurethane foam (SPF) roofi ng to an existing 133,720-sf 
SPF roof. To maximize energy effi ciency, they decided to replace and seal 54 skylights 
and add a photovoltaic (PV) system that included more than 7,400 solar panels requiring 
7,497 standoffs, each penetrating the roof and requiring a leak-resistant seal.

This complicated project included SPF roofi ng, skylight replacement, and the installation 
of a large rooftop PV system. Bee Sweet selected a 2.4-megawatt PV system that 
covered almost the entire plant, including the existing foam roofs and the citrus 
processing area. Although the existing SPF roof was already in place, more roofi ng was 
needed when the decision was made to add the solar panels.

The 88,600-sf processing area needed additional insulation, so SPF contractor 
Central Coating Company was selected to install a new foam roof prior to PV system 
installation. Central Coating Company is an accredited SPF roofi ng contractor and has 
installed over 60 million sf of SPF roofi ng. The massive PV system required a staggering 
7,497 standoff brackets fastened into the roof structure. More than one-third of these 
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About Central Coating Company

Central Coating Company is an award-winning company, 
having been recognized by the Spray Polyurethane Foam 
Alliance (SPFA) with its National Award for Excellence in 
2005, 2007, 2016, and 2020. The company is a member of 
SPFA and National Roofi ng Contractors Association. 

As of 2020, Central Coating Company crews have installed 
over 60 million square feet of SPF roofi ng during their 50+ 
years in the business. They have also insulated more than 
2,500 cold storage tanks, cold rooms, and freezer facilities 
with SPF and elastomeric coatings.
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brackets were sealed as the new SPF 
roof system was installed. The remaining 
brackets had to be installed and sealed in 
the existing foam roof area. 

Additionally, the processing area had 54 
fi berglass skylight panels that needed to be 
replaced. Central Coating Company removed 
these panels, then installed and sealed 54 
new curb-mounted, double-lens skylights to 
improve lighting and increase safety. Despite 
the size and scope of this project, all work 
had to be performed without disrupting daily 
business operations.

Central Coating Company applied 2-inch 
of PremiSEAL 70 SPF roofi ng foam and 
SeamlesSEAL Acrylic Coating (a 100% 
acrylic fl uid-applied membrane) to address 
roof leaks and water management issues, in 
addition to replacing the existing skylights. 

Central Coatings also coordinated with the PV installer and other 
trade contractors and worked with the plant’s operations personnel 
throughout the project and during peak harvest season.

While metal buildings are an inexpensive way for manufacturers 
to expand production capabilities and warehouse capacity, the 
contiguous construction of metal building additions can create 
costly waterproofi ng and drainage issues. SPF was the ideal 
insulation choice to help provide an effective seal for the 4.5 acres 
of solar panels and 54 skylights. 

This 2.4-megawatt solar system will help offset Bee Sweet’s 
electricity use, resulting in 2.3 million watts of PV electrical 
generation and substantial daylighting throughout the facility. The 
Bee Sweet Citrus Processing Plant is among the biggest agricultural 
solar facilities in California and was awarded a 2016 SPFA National 
Industry Excellence Award for Foam Roofs over 40,000 sf.
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